Secure Trax
G4S SECURE SOLUTIONS (USA)

Secure Trax integrates G4S’ proprietary reporting
technologies to provide clients with multi-faceted
reporting and real-time communication throughout
the security program.
G4S Security Officers use Secure Trax to log
incidents, track post coverage and provide clients
with actionable information for immediate use.
Secure Trax also provides random verification of
officer locations, a discreet and silent panic button
and communications among personnel via phone
calls and text messaging.
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Secure Trax
GPS Tracking
Allows the location of the device to be recorded
in real-time while patrols and complete
movement history is available to the client.

Geo-Fencing
Capable of creating a virtual, or geo-fence,
around the property a security officer is
assigned to patrol. If an officer exceeds
the perimeter, an alert will be sent to the
appropriate personnel.

Guard Tours
Using Near Field Communication (NFC)
technology, Secure Trax tours are conducted
at regular intervals and locations are inspected
at each tour stop based on customer
requirements. Notifications are distributed to
supervision if tours are not completed within
the allotted time.

Office Check-In / Out
Allows for immediate check-in via the CheckIn/Out module. Discrepancies result in an
immediate notification sent to the appropriate
personnel to ensure quick and proper action
is taken.

Daily Activity Reports
All shift activities are logged, including
visitor assists, patrols, scheduled and
random equipment inspections and incident
responses. All logs are compiled into a daily activity report (DAR).

Inspections

Events

G4S Security Officers are able to collect valuable data based on
customer specifications within the inspections module.

Events are reported in real-time, including information on the
location and classification with alerts sent to account stakeholders.

About G4S Secure Solutions (USA)

Whether your location is local or global, involves extensive customer interaction or significant security challenges, G4S Security
Officers are prepared to meet your business’ specific safety and security needs. All G4S Security Officers are recruited and carefully
screened according to their talents, qualifications, experience, temperament and background.
G4S’ experience-based security officer programs gives you the flexibility to select the right type of officer for your specific security
and customer-service requirements. All G4S Security Officers are trained by our award-winning and ISO-certified North America
Training Institute (NATI).
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